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A Rare Académie française Collection 
 

1. ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE.  [PERRAULT, Charles]. Recueil des pièces 
d'éloquence et de poësie qui ont remporté les prix donnez par l'Académie 
Françoise en l'année MDCLXXXXIII. Paris: La Veuve de J.B. Coignard & J.B. 
Coignard Fils, 1693.             $450           

 

12mo, [4] leaves, 364 pages; woodcut device on title page; woodcut headpiece and 
capital on first page of text and fol. 2br. Contemporary brown calf, five raised 
bands on spine, gilt floral tools in the compartments, red morocco title label 
lettered in gilt; minor rubbing at corners and head of spine. Overall a fine copy. 
 

FIRST EDITION. In 1671 the Académie française began issuing an annual collection 
of essays and poetry that had been considered for the Académie's two literary 
prizes for that year. In the present collection for 1693 the prize for poetry went to 
Mademoiselle Bernard (i.e. Catherine Bernard [1662-1712]), who had already been 
awarded the prize in 1691 and would again in 1697—in 1689 she was also the first 
woman to have a tragedy performed at the Comédie-Française. Catherine's 
contribution in this collection is printed on pp. 49-61. The prize for prose 
(Éloquence) was awarded to the otherwise obscure 'Philibert' (see Cioranescu III, 
54651), whose essay appears on pp. 27-46. 
 

Among the also-rans represented in this collection are poems and essays by the 
likes of Charles Perrault (1628-1703), the celebrated author of the popular collection 
of fairy tales; Jean de La Bruyère (1645-1696), author of the controversial Caractères; 
Fénelon (François de Salignac de la Mothe-Fénelon, 1651-1715), theologian and 
writer, author of The Adventures of Telemachus; Paul Tallemant (about whom see 
our item 1 above), et al. 
 

This collection is quite rare and is represented in U.S. libraries by copies only at 
Harvard and UPA. 
 

§ For the prize-winning contribution by Catherine Bernard see Cioranescu I, 11507, 
and for that of Philibert see Cioranescu III, 54651. 
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A Very Rare Aesop	
2. AESOP. Aesopi Phrygis et aliorum Fabulae. Lyon: S. Gryphius, 1554.         $575                                        
 

8vo, 255, [1] pp., [4 leaves]. Gryphius device on title and at the end; 
ornamental woodcut initials. Handsome modern boards, red leather title 
label lettered in gilt on spine; some water stains on title page and several 
other leaves; early ink signature on title page: 'Pelissier'. 
 

Extremely rare Gryphius edition of Aesop's Fables in the Latin translation 
by Lorenzo Valla, accompanied by fables taken from Erasmus and others 
(see below). 
 

Gryphius issued ten editions of Aesopian fables from 1532 to 1554, but with 
varying contents. The present edition opens with the Life of Aesop by 
Planudes and includes the Fables of Avianus (here oddly consistently 
misnamed 'Anianus' [pp. 116-127]), translated by Adriaan van Baerland and 
Guilielmus Hermannus Goudanus, who occasionally use their native 
Flemish to illustrate a moral (e.g., the Fable of the Bull and the Mouse, p. 
125). This edition in which several other authors are represented, including 
nine fables by Erasmus (pp. 164-168), ends with the 100 Aesopian Fables by 
the Italian humanist Laurentius Abstemius (ca. 1440-1508). 
 

Only 4 copies of this edition appear to be known (see below). 
 

§ Baudrier VIII, 267 and Gültlingen, Bibliographie des livres imprimés à Lyon 
au 16e siècle V (1997), no. 1273, both locate only the BL and Lyon copies); 
OCLC adds the Rome and U. of Illinois copies). 
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The Origin of the Aldine Dolphin and Anchor Device 
*One of the Rare Examples of Left-Facing Profile 

 

3. [ALDUS] DENARIUS OF THE EMPEROR TITUS.	 	Silver denarius. Minted in 
A.D. 80.              $650 
Silver coin, 18 mm in diameter, the obverse represents the laureate head of Titus 
facing left, the reverse an anchor entwined by a dolphin.  Inscribed on obverse: 
IMP. TITVS. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P.M.; on reverse: TR. P. IX. IMP. XV. COS. 
VIII. P.P. 

/        

(The coin is approximately the size of a dime) 
We know from the account by Erasmus in his Adagia that it is from an example of 
this coin, presented to him by Pietro Bembo, that Aldus Manutius borrowed his 
celebrated anchor and dolphin printer's device: "Again, Titus's approval of our 
maxim [i.e., 'Make haste slowly'] can easily be inferred from very ancient coins 
issued by him, one of which I was allowed to inspect by Aldo Manuzio. It was 
struck in silver from ancient dies clearly of Roman date, and he said it had been a 
present to him from Pietro Bembo, a Venetian patrician, a young man who was 
not only a scholar of distinction but also a most industrious explorer of the whole 
field of ancient literature. The design of the coin was as follows: One side showed 
the head of Titus with an inscription, the other an anchor, the central shaft of which 
had a dolphin coiled around it. Now the only meaning conveyed by this symbol 
is that favorite maxim of emperor Augustus, 'Make haste slowly'; and this we learn 
from the ancient texts relating to hieroglyphics" (Adagia II.i.1). 
 

Literary scholars and book historians traditionally attribute this coin to 
Vespasian—an easy confusion, since Titus, Vespasian's elder son, bore the same 
three names as his father (Titus Flavius Vespasianus), but was generally known 
by his praenomen Titus. Numismatists have had much less difficulty correctly 
identifying the denarius as that of Titus: see. e.g., H. Mattingly, Coins of the Roman 
Empire II, p. 235: 72, and B.L. Damsky, "The Throne and Curule Chair Types of 
Titus and Domitian," Revue Suisse de Numismatique, 74 (1995), pp. 59-70. 
 

The coin was minted in A.D. 80, and, according to one theory, was part of a series 
commemorating the prayers voted by the Senate after the eruption of Vesuvius in 
August A.D. 79 (Vespasian had died the previous June). As part of the ceremony, 
sacred couches (pulvinaria) were arranged, each bearing a symbol of a particular 
deity. In this particular case the dolphin and anchor represent Neptune (see 
Mattingly, op. cit., pp. lxxii-lxxiii, followed by C. Foss, Roman Historical Coins 
[London, 1990], pp. 85 and 87). 
 

§ Carradice and Buttrey (2007), Roman Imperial Coinage IIa, p. 206: 112; Cohen, Médailles 
impériales, p. 454: C 309 (and C 310: head facing left); Seaby, Roman Silver Coins, p. 58: 
309; Mattingly, Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum II, plate 45/19; Van Meter, 
Handbook of Roman Imperial Coins, p. 106, 33/1 (mentioning left-facing head). 
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Rare Commentaries on St Paul by a Protestant Reformer	
 

4. ARETIUS, Benedictus.  Commentarii in Epistolas D. Pauli ad Philippenses, 
Colossenses, & in utramque ad Thessal. facili et perspicua methodo conscripti, a D. 
Benedicto Aretio Bernensi Theologo. Morges: J. Le Preux, 1580.                   $650                 

 
 

8vo, [8], 300 pp., [2] blank leaves; title within a woodcut architectonic border, 
featuring in the upper panel an anthropomorphic army of bears advancing in 
attack; on title verso is a full-page woodcut portrait of the author. Handsome 
modern brown calf, single blind fillet round sides, four raised bands on spine. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the commentaries on Paul's Epistles to the Philippians, 
Colossians, and Thessalonians by the eminent Calvinist theologian and botanist 
Benedictus Aretius (1505–1574), who published commentaries on the various books 
of the N.T., of which the present first edition was issued posthumously. Aretius 
was a many-sided scholar who had a reputation as a botanist, in which capacity 
he published an important treatise on the plants growing on the Alps, of which he 
discovered and described forty of great rarity. An accomplished Hellenist he 
published an important commentary on Pindar (issued posthumously in 1587). 
 

The printer Jean Le Preux was first active in Paris and fled to Lausanne c. 1563 
because of religious persecution; he established printing establishments in Geneva 
and Morges. His earliest Morges publications are dated 1580, in which year he 
printed the present work, along with Aretius’ commentaries on the Gospels and 
his Problemata theologica. 
 

A very rare first edition of which the only copies in American collections appear 
to be those at Columbia and the New York Union Theological Seminary (according 
to NUC and OCLC). 
 

§ Adams A-160 
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5. BIBLE. O.T. Apocrypha. 1 Maccabees. [Greek & Latin] Liber Hasmonaeorum qui 
vulgo prior Machabaeorum. (Ed., Tr., & Comm. J. Drusius). Franeker: Aegidius 
Radaeus, 1600.                         $475               

Three parts in one volume, 4to, [12], 95, 56, 56 pages; Greek and roman types, with 
frequent use of Hebrew.  Contemporary vellum over boards; title in ink along 
spine; totally untrimmed copy, preserving all deckle edges. some browning due 
to quality of paper. 

 

Very rare FIRST (and apparently only) EDITION of a 
three-part edition of 1 Maccabees. The first part 
consists of the Septuagint Greek text of 1 Maccabees 
accompanied by the original Latin version of Joannes 
Drusius (1550-1616), Dutch Protestant Hebraist, 
professor of Oriental Languages at Oxford, Leiden, 
Ghent, and Franeker. Drusius' Latin version is printed 
along the outer margins. The second part consists of 
Drusius' 56-page, double-column commentary which 
often quotes the Hebrew text. 
 

The third part, with its own title page titled Ad primum 
Macbaeorum disputatio, is a treatment of 1 Maccabees 
from a legal perspective by the celebrated Italian jurist 
Alberico Gentili (1552-1608), who served as the Regius 
professor of civil law at the University of Oxford for 21 
years, after he settled in England due to his having 

adopted Protestantism. Gentili is recognized as one of the founders of the science 
of international law. At the opening of his Disputatio, addressed to Tobias 
Matthew, at the time Bishop of Durham and eventually Archbishop of York, 
Gentili defends a jurist's right to comment on Mosaic Law. 
 

§ Adams B-1646; BM STC Dutch and Flemish 1470-1600, p. 29. 
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Molière Attacked & His Revenge 
 

6.	BOURSAULT,	Edme.  Le Portrait du Peintre, ou la Contre-critique de l'Escole des 
Femmes. Comédie. Paris: Chez Nicolas Pepingué, 1663.                                         $850 
 

12mo, [6] leaves (with first blank), 38 (misnumbered 36), [2] pages; woodcut royal 
arms on title; woodcut head- and tailpieces.  Contemporary vellum over boards. 
Small tear in upper right margin of title page, not affecting text. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the notorious play by the dramatist Edme Boursault (1638-
1701) attacking Molière. When Molière, earlier in 1663, premiered L'École des 
femmes, ('The School for Wives'), which was to become one of his most celebrated 
masterpieces and established him as a major comic playwright, it immediately 
gave rise to the notorious "Quarrel of L'École des femmes" instigated by Boursault 
in the present play. Boursault was persuaded that the character of the pedantic 
poet Lysidas in L'École des femmes was a caricature of himself, and attacked Molière 
in the present play. Although Molière is never named in Boursault’s play, he may 
be recognized under various pseudonyms, e.g., the Peintre of the title, Singe 
(Monkey), Matois (Crafty), etc. This immediately provoked Molière to issue a 
scathing counterattack with his one-act comedy L’Impromptu de Versailles. As a 
dramatist Boursault's name has been immortalized not so much on the strength of 
his plays, but, ironically, as a result of his having been the butt of Molière's ridicule. 
 

As stated in the Royal Privilège following the text, this first edition was issued in 
partnership of four Paris booksellers: Charles de Sercy, Jean Guignard, Estienne 
Loyson, and Nicolas Pepingué. Thus, this first edition is known with four different 
imprints—the present copy bears the imprint of Nicolas Pepingué. All four issues 
are quite rare and this first edition, regardless of imprint, is represented in 
American collections by only a handful of copies. 
 

§ Cioranescu 15913; Guibert, Molière, p. 795, (27); Lacroix, Bibl. moliéresque, pp. 155-
156; Despois-Mesnard, pp. 128-129.        [See also item 14 below] 
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Very Rare Theological Antisemitic Work 
No Copy in US Collections? 

 

7. DELAFONS, Pierre.  Epistre aux Juifs: ou est prouvé que Jesus est le Christ, le 
Prince et Pasteur Eternel de l'Eglise de Dieu: et que bien tost il doit venir destruire 
tous ses adversaires. Charenton: Louis Vendosme, 1648.    $1,250 
8vo, [4] leaves, 359, [1] pp., [8] leaves; typographical design on title page, 
ornamental woodcut initials.  Contemporary calf; double gilt fillet around 
sides; five raised bands on spine, six compartments with central floral gilt 
ornaments; binding solid but with surface wear at corners and edges. 
 

FIRST (and only) EDITION of the only published work by Pierre Delafons, an 
otherwise obscure author who is not represented in Brunet, Cioranescu, Fürst, etc. 
Haag, in his France Protestante (VI, p. 210) gives the work a passing notice. 
 

The title translates, "Epistle to the Jews, in 
which is proven that Jesus is the Christ, 
Prince and Eternal Pastor of the Church of 
God, and that very soon He will come and 
destroy all His adversaries." Delafons 
addresses the 23 chapters of his theological 
work directly to the Jews whom he blames for 
the death of Jesus Christ, as a consequence of 
which, nearly sixteen centuries before, they 
lost their Temple and the land of Judaea. 
Now, the author maintains, the lands and 
people among whom Jews live hold them in 
contempt and abomination. 
 

Delafons warns the Jews of the evils that will 
befall them if they do not accept Jesus Christ: 
"You will never enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven, nor will you ever gaze upon the face 
of the Messiah, except on that dreadful day 
when the Last Judgment will be held, and the 
Son of Man will descend from the clouds of 
Heaven to take vengeance on the people who 
did not listen to Him"  (chapter 20, pp. 325ff.) 

 

The work is extremely rare: No copy may be located in any American institutional 
collection (according to NUC, OCLC, WorldCat, etc.); we were able to locate only 
three copies worldwide: Erfurt, Amsterdam, Aberdeen. 
 

§ Not in Brunet, not in Cioranescu, not in Goldsmith, not in Fürst's Bibliotheca 
Judaica, etc. 
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One Hundred Fables for Schoolchildren: the Edition Used by Perrault? 
 

8. FAERNO, Gabriele.  Phaedrus alter, seu Gab. Faerni Cremonensis Fabulae Ex 
Aesopo, aliisque priscis Autoribus; Pii IV. Pont. Max. hortatû scriptae, & jussû 
editae, Anno 1564. Nunc primum in Gallia, novoque ordine prodeunt, ad Usum 
Scholarum accommodato. Paris: Jean de Saint Aubin, for the Widow of Claude 
Thiboust, and Augustin Leguerrier, 1697.         $575              
12mo, [22], 156, [12] pages; woodcut initials and ornaments [without blank fol. A1, 
as is the case in all known copies].  Contemporary mottled calf, five raised bands 
on spine, gilt floral tools in the compartments; title label in second compartment; 
head and foot of spine worn. 
 

Very rare edition of this collection of 100 Aesopian fables by the Neo-Latin poet 
and humanist Gabriello Faerno (1510-1561), a favorite of Pope Pius IV. The 
collection, originally published in Rome, 1563, became quite popular—in 1699 these 
fables were translated into French by Charles Perrault—presumably based on this 
edition, the first published in France. 
 

For the present edition—the first published in France—the anonymous editor, 
who is traditionally identified as one 'Philippus Mayolus,' has added a new 
preface in French in which he states that the 100 Fables are aimed particularly at 
youngsters ('Jeunes-gens'); the title further proclaims that the Fables "Are now 
issued for the first time in France, and rearranged in a new order more suitable to 
schoolchildren" ('Nunc primum in Galliam, novoque ordine prodeunt, ad Usum 
Scholarum accommodato'). This rearrangement involved printing the Fables from 
easier to more challenging Latin:  Thus, whereas in the earlier editions the 
collection opened with the Fable of "The Lion, the Ass and the Foxes" (Leo, Asinus, 
et Vulpes), in the present edition it opens with a Fable containing a more accessible 
vocabulary: "The Father and His Sons" (Pater et Filii). 
 

This edition is quite scarce: thus, apart from a handful of European copies, only 
two institutional copies may be located in America: The Morgan Library and 
Brandeis U. 
 

§ Ashby, The Fox and the Grapes, p. 23; Barbier, Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes 
IV, col. 1342. 
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Rare 16th-Century Biographies 
 

9. GRAZIANI,	Antonio	Maria.  De Casibus virorum illustrium. (Ed. Esprit Fléchier). 
Paris: Antoine Cellier, 1680.           $750 
 

4to, [4] leaves, 411, [1] pp., [6] leaves. Woodcut ornamental device on title, 
handsome engraved headpiece and capital on first page of dedication, woodcut 
pictorial headpiece on first page of text, and woodcut capitals and tailpieces.  
Contemporary brown calf, five raised bands on spine, gilt floral tools in the 
compartments, second compartment titled in gilt; head and foot of spine, and 
corners worn; light brown stain in lower portion of title page; overall a fine copy. 
On a binder's blank an early reader has entered a 15-line biography of the 
author and an account of this edition (see illustration on next page). 
 

FIRST EDITION of a collection of biographies of some of the most prominent 
personalities, both male and female, of the 16th century, including monarchs, 
religious and political figures, etc. Included are Henry VIII, Catherine of Aragon, 
Mary Tudor, Cesare Borgia, Alessandro de' Medici, Girolamo Savonarola, John 
Dudley, Thomas Wolsey, John Fisher, Reginald Pole, Thomas More, et al. 
 

The historian and biographer Antonio Maria Graziani (1537-1611), Bishop of Amelia 
and Apostolic Nuncio to Venice, left his work unpublished at his death; it was not 
until seven decades later that it was discovered by the French author Esprit 
Fléchier (1632-1710), Bishop of Nîmes and a member of the French Academy, under 
whose editorship it was published in the present edition. 
 

§ Goldsmith, STC French 17C, G683. 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
                                                                                        See illustration on next page à 
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Manuscript Biography of the Author 
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An Appeal for the Unification of the Eastern and Western Churches 
 

10. KALEKAS, Manuel [CALECA, Manuel].  Contra Graecorum errores, libri 
quatuor. Olim ab Latine versi, ab Ambrosio Camaldulensis; nunc in lucem prolati, 
et notis illustrati, a Petro Stevarti (Tr. Ambrogio Traversari; Ed. Peter Stevart). 
Ingolstadt: Ex Typographia Ederiana, for Andreas Angermaier, 1608.    $850 
 

4to, [8] leaves., 470 pp. [5] leaves; engraved armorial printer's device on title, 
woodcut historiated initials and head- and tailpieces.  Modern half vellum and 
boards; old German stamp on title page with duplicate notation. 
 

FIRST EDITION. Manuel Kalekas (1360-1410), a Byzantine theologian, Catholic 
convert and unionist, sought to reconcile the Eastern and Western Churches. In 
1390, with this objective in mind, he wrote the present treatise, Against the Errors of 
the Greeks, in which he castigates the Byzantines. Although the original Greek text 
is no longer extant, it is known through the Latin translation by the humanist 
Ambrogio Traversari (1386-1439), of which the present is the first edition. The text 
is edited by Peter Stevart (1549-1624), Rector and Professor of theology at 
Ingolstadt. 
 

§ VD 17, 12:142502Y. 
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The First Successful Greek Textbook Published in French 
A Major Influence on Racine 

 

11. [LANCELOT,	Claude].  Nouvelle methode pour apprendre facilement la langue greque: 
contenant les regles des declinaisons, etc. Paris: Antoine Vitré, for Pierre Le Petit, 1655.  
                         $375 

8vo (185 x 122 mm), xxxix, [1], 574, [10] pp. Woodcut ornament on title.  
Contemporary calf over boards; double gilt fillet around sides; five raised bands 
on spine, five compartments with central floral gilt ornament, title gilt in second 
compartment; apart from binding surface wear, a fine, large and very fresh copy 
in its first binding of a book normally found in poor condition. On both 
pastedowns is the early ownership signature 'Arnault', repeated twice on title page 
with the addition of 'Port-Royal'. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the Port-Royal Greek 
grammar -- not to be confused with the 
abridged version issued the same year. In 
1626, a group of hermetic Jansenists took 
over a vacant convent at Port-Royal. By 
the 1650's, the community had evolved 
into a renowned center for children's 
schooling. The celebrated pedagogue 
Claude Lancelot (1616-1695) was in charge 
of teaching Greek and mathematics. The 
present Greek grammar is the first 
successful Greek textbook published in 
French. 
 

Until the 1640's, children learned Latin 
and Greek through grammars written in 
Latin, and by repeating phrases in these 
languages themselves. Lancelot's Latin 
textbook in 1644 and this Greek textbook 
marked an important advance in the field 
of education, the acceptance and use of 
vernacular. 
 

Although originally conceived to serve as 
a textbook for the use of the Jansenists at Port-Royal, the book's fame rapidly 
spread abroad, and editions succeeded one another with great rapidity until the 
end of the 19th century; an English translation (by Thomas Nugent) appeared in 
the mid-18th century, which itself became quite popular. 
 

The most famous product of the Port-Royal "New Greek Method" was the great 
dramatist Racine, who entered the Port-Royal school that very year (1655), and 
whose strong dependence on Greek themes for the subjects of his tragedies has 
been attributed to the influence of Lancelot: cf. R. C. Knight, Racine et la Grèce, 30ff. 
§ Brunet IV, 117; Cioranescu 39932; Barbier III, 557; cf. Sandys II, 290. 
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One of 30 Copies printed 
12.	LE	GOUX	DE	LA	BERCHÈRE,	Denis.  Discours à mon neveu pour ses moeurs, et pour 
sa conduite. Grenoble: [Philippes Charvys], 9 May 1663. 
 

4to, 55 pp.; woodcut headpiece and capital on first page. 
 

BOUND WITH:  

 

II. [LE	GOUX	DE	LA	BERCHÈRE].	Au Roy. Grenoble: [Ph. Charvys], 29 December 
1663. 45 pp., [1] blank leaf; woodcut headpiece and capital on first page. 
 

BOUND WITH: 

 

III. [LE	GOUX	DE	LA	BERCHÈRE]. L'Allemagne au Roy. Grenoble: n. pr. 3 May 1664. 
46 pp., [1] blank leaf; woodcut headpiece and capital on first page. The three works 
bound together in contemporary calf, back gilt in compartments with five (of six) 
raised bands; two-inch lower part of spine gone, spine extremities and corners 
worn away, but binding solid. Presumably at the time of printing three pages were 
corrected in ink: p. 42 of item I, pp. 22, and 37 of item II; in addition on p. 4 of item 
II one word has been pasted over by means of a printed correction (apprenne: see 
photo at the end).               $650  
 

ONLY EDITIONS of three intriguing, and extremely rare publications, all three 
issued without proper title pages, printers' or authors' names—although the 
authorship of the first item has now been established, that of the other two is 
disputed. 

 

I. The author of this instructive 
address, in which he advises his 
nephew (M. de Thesar) on his 
morals and behavior, was Denis Le 
Goux de La Berchère, Marquis de 
Santenay (1620-1681), State 
Councilor, whom Louis XIV 
appointed President of the Grenoble 
Parliament in 1653. This authorship, 
as well as the number of copies 
printed (30), are firmly established 
from the copy offered in the 1783 
auction of the library of the Duc de 
La Vallière, which was the very copy 
that Le Goux de La Berchère had 
sent to his nephew, and to which 
was attached the author's autograph 
letter assuring his nephew that he 
had only thirty copies printed: see 
Catalogue des livres de la bibliothèque de 
feu M. le Duc de La Valliere vol. 1 
(1783), p. 407, no. 1341; see also 
Barbier I, col. 999; Edmond 
Maignien, Bibliographie grenobloise, p. 
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196, no. 458 (in Bulletin de l'Académie Delphinale, Grenoble 1884), and Gabriel 
Peignot, Répertoire de bibliographies spéciales (Paris, 1810), p. 18. (For the attribution 
of the printing to Philippes Charvys, see item II below). 
 

II. A panegyric of Louis XIV in praise of his great actions and achievements. The 
authorship of this address is disputed: some (e.g. Cioranescu) attribute it to Le 
Goux, while others (e.g. De Backer & Sommervogel) attribute this and the next 
item to the Jesuit scholar Claude Gratte (1618-1672); since the latter attribution is 
based on rather weak evidence, introduced by "on dit" ("It is said that these two 
addresses are by Father Gratte, Jesuit"), we have chosen to list them under Le 
Goux's authorship after evaluating the available evidence. 
 

For the attribution of the printing to Philippes Charvys, see Maignien (op. cit. 
above) who based this attribution on the woodcut headpiece which is "peculiar to 
this printer" ('spécial à cet imprimeur'). Since this headpiece is also used in item I 
above, we have assigned its printing to Charvys as well. 
 

III. In this letter, purportedly addressed by Germany to Louis XIV, the former asks 
the French King for military assistance against the Ottoman Empire. 
 

Of I and III I was able to locate only the copies at the BnF and the Bibliothèque 
Sainte-Geneviève; of II I wasn’t able to locate any copy. 
 

§ I. Cioranescu II, 41797; Barbier I, col. 999; E. Maignien, op. cit, no. 458. II. 
Cioranescu II, 41796; Maignien, no. 463; De Backer-Sommervogel (s.v. GRATTE) 
III, p. 1689.  III. Cioranescu II, 41798; Barbier I, col. 98; Maignien, no. 471; De Backer-
Sommervogel, loc cit. 

  
Pasted-over printed correction (see above) 
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Sammelband of Five Important First Editions 
13. LE MIRE, Aubert.  Origines coenobiorum Benedictinorum in Belgio. 
Antwerp: H. Verdussen, 1606.   
 

8vo, [10] leaves, 199, [1] pp., [4] leaves; woodcut printer's device on title, 
ornamental woodcut tailpieces and initials.  

 

Bound with: 
 

II. LE MIRE, Aubert. Elenchus historicorum Belgii, nondum typis editorum. Antwerp: 
H. Verdussen, 1606. 15 pp. woodcut printer's device on title. 

 

Bound with: 
 

III. PUTEANUS, Erycius. De Erycio nomine syntagma. item Iuli Paridis de nominibus 
epitome. Hanau: C. de Marne & heirs of J. Aubry, at the Wechel Press, 1606. 44 pp., 
[2] leaves (including last blank); woodcut "Pegasus" printer's device on title and at 
the end. 

 

Bound with: 
 

IV. COUSIN, Jean. De prosperitate et exitio Salomonis. Douai: J. Bogard, 1599. 167 pp. 
Elaborate woodcut printer's device on title, ornamental initials. 

 

Bound with: 
 

V. HERAULD, Didier. Adversariorum libri duo. Paris: J. Perier, 1599. [8] leaves, 183 
pp., [5] leaves; woodcut printer's device on title. The five works bound together in 
18th-century plain calf, back gilt in compartments created by four raised bands; 
surface wear. With the Nordkirchen Library bookplate on front pastedown.  $950                              

 
 

Interesting sammelband of five rare works on philological and theological 
subjects, by four contemporary scholars, three Flemish and one French. 

 

I. FIRST EDITION of a monograph on the origins and history of the Benedictine 
Order, by Aubert Le Mire (Miraeus, 1573-1640), renowned Belgian ecclesiastical 
historian, canon of the cathedral of Antwerp, and staunch champion of the 
Catholic Church against the attacks of the Reformed movement. 

 

The work is divided into 67 chapters in which Miraeus describes as many 
Benedictine monasteries and convents. 

 

II. FIRST EDITION of Le Mire's catalogue (or inventory) of unpublished 
manuscripts held by ecclesiastic institutions; for each item Miraeus records the 
title, author, and date of the work, and identifies the institution where the 
manuscript is kept. 

 

Miraeus's objective in compiling the catalogue was to encourage the heads of 
the institutions to publish the manuscripts in their possession. 

 

III. FIRST EDITION. The Flemish historian and humanist Erycius Puteanus (1574-
1646) had been a pupil of Justus Lipsius who inspired him to a life of scholarship. 
This work consists of Puteanus's dissertation on the origin, etymology, and 
examples of his own Christian name, Erycius (Eric), from ancient times to his own 
day. In the course of his work the author provides certain autobiographical details.
                          CONTINUEDà 
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In appendix Puteanus has added the portion of the "Epitome of Proper Names" 
(De Nominibus Epitome) attributed to Julius Paris (4th-5th-century). 

 

IV. FIRST EDITION of a dissertation of King Solomon by Jean Cousin 
(Cognatus), a Belgian historian and theologian, canon of the cathedral of Tournai. 

 

V. FIRST EDITION. Didier Herauld (1575-1649), professor of Greek at Sedan, 
and a member of the parliamentary bar in Paris, published an important treatise 
on Greek and Roman law. The present work contains textual notes and 
interpretations of Diogenes Laertius, Herodotus, Pindar, Plautus, Aristotle, Cicero, 
and Juvenal. The second part (pp. 135-183) consists of an extensive critique of the 
recently published editio princeps of Iamblichus's Life of Pythagoras (Heidelberg, 
1598).  

 

§ I. Ch. Matagne, Répertoire des ouvrages du XVIIe siècle de la Bibliothèque du 
C.D.R.R. (1601-1650), L-141; not in Simoni; II. Not in Simoni; III. Bibliotheca Belgica 
IV, p. 762, P 156; not in Paisey; IV. Cioranescu 22407; Répertoire bibliographique II 
(Douai), p. 350, no. 291; V. Adams H-291. 
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With Contemporary Criticism of Molière 
 

14. LE PAYS, René. Les nouvelles oeuvres. Paris: Charles de Sercy, 1672.              $650 
Two parts in one volume, 12mo, [24], 237; [8], 279 pp. (with an extra title for part 
II); woodcut ornaments on both titles, and as head- and tailpieces. Contemporary 
vellum over boards; remains of two title-labels on spine. 
 

FIRST EDITION of this collection of letters, poems, and chansons by the 
notoriously mannered poet René Le Pays (1636-1690) whose appeal was almost 
entirely limited to a female readership—as evidenced by the addressees of the 
pieces, most of which are dedicated to anonymous "Mesdames" or "Damoiselles" 
often (but not always) identified by their initials only. 
 

Le Pays was met with quite a different reception with his male audience; thus 
Boileau referred to him as a “pleasant buffoon,”a judgment that Le Pays accepts 
graciously from the great literary critic, and forms the subject of an entire letter 
(Second part, second book, first letter: pp. 133-136), in which he argues that despite 
Boileau’s satirical remark, he will continue to compose verse, for, after all, 
“Molière is not grieved to see wretched clowns on stage, nor does it displease Le 
Brun that the realm is filled with ignorant painters.” 
 

 
 

 

This first edition was published in partnership among three publishers, and is 
consequently found with three different imprints:  Claude Barbin, Denys Thierry, 
and Charles de Sercy (as here). 
 

§ Brunet III, 990; Quérard, La France littéraire V, p. 185.      [See also item 6 above] 
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The Classic Work on the Rivers of France: Noble Provenance 
 

15. MASSON, Jean Papire.  Descriptio Fluminum Galliae, qua Francia est ... Nunc 
primum in lucem edita. Paris: Jacques Quesnel, 1518 [i.e. 1618].                   $750 
 

8vo, [6] leaves (including author's engraved portrait by Léonard Gaultier), 684 pp., 
[13] leaves (with first and last blank); engraved printer's device on title; woodcut 
head- and tailpieces, and initials.  Contemporary calf, double gilt fillet round sides, 
five raised bands on spine, gilt title in second compartments, and gilt monogram 
'NLP' of Nicolas Le Prévost du Parc in the other five, with Le Prévost's arms 
stamped in gilt on sides; corners and spine extremities worn; marginal 
dampstains. Overall a fine copy in its first binding. 
 

 

FIRST EDITION of the important 
posthumous geographic work on the 
rivers and waterways of France by Jean 
Papire Masson (1544-1611), celebrated 
French historian, biographer, literary 
critic and lawyer. The result of many 
years of research, the work presents 
descriptions and all the information that 
the author was able to discover 
concerning the principal navigable 
waterways of France: the Loire, Seine, 
Rhône, Garonne, etc., with descriptions 
of the regions and cities. In the printed 
sidenotes are given the vernacular 
French names of the regions described in 
the Latin text. 
 

The work, which was published 
posthumously by the author's brother, 
Jean-Baptiste Masson, proved very 
popular and was reprinted in 1678 and 
1685 
 

Provenance: Nicolas Le Prévost du Parc 
(1556-1630), Royal Counselor to King 
Henri III beginning in 1588 (see Olivier-
Hermal 1393). 

 

      § Cioranesco 16C, 14786. 
 
 

      See additional photos on next pageà 
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Memoirs of a Duchess edited by the Niece of Charles Perrault 
 

16. NEMOURS, Marie d'Orléans, duchesse de (1625-1707).  Memoires de M.L.D.D.N., 
contenant ce qui s'est passé de plus particulier en France pendant la Guerre de Paris, 
jusqu'à la prison du Cardinal de Retz, arrivée en 1652. Avec les differens caracteres des 
personnes, qui ont eu part à cette Guerre. (Ed. Marie-Jeanne L’Héritier de Villandon). 
Cologne [i.e. Paris]: N. pr., 1709.             $175                                 

12mo, [8], 280, [10] pages; title page printed in red and black.  Contemporary calf, 
back gilt; considerable surface wear, but solid; on the front free endpaper is a long 
note in French in a late 18th-century hand about the provenance of this copy (see 
photo). 
 

FIRST EDITION of the memoirs of Marie d'Orléans, Duchesse de Nemours (1625-
1707), published posthumously two years after her death by the novelist Marie- 
Jeanne L’Héritier de Villandon (1664-1734). 
 

These memoirs are important for not only corroborating, but also completing the 
Memoirs of the Cardinal de Retz about the French civil war known as The Fronde. 
(It may be mentioned that the editor, Mademoiselle L’Héritier de Villandon, was 
the niece of Charles Perrault, the author of the celebrated collection of classic 
children's tales.). 
 

§ Cioranescu 50946 (and cf. 43387). 
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17. OBRECHT, Ulrich. Alsaticarum rerum prodromus. Strassburg: Simon Paulli, 1681.  
             $275                      

4to, [6] leaves, 332, pp., [8] leaves; copper-engraved vignette on title; copper-
engraved printer's device at the end; several copper-engravings in the text, 
including one full-page.  19th-century vellum-backed boards; early inscription 
erased from title page. 
 

ONLY EDITION of this history of Alsatian antiquities forms of government, laws, 
etc. The author, Ulrich Obrecht (1646-1701), a Strassburg historian and legal 
scholar, had projected three further volumes which were never published due to 
the surrender of Strassburg to Louis XIV the very year of publication of this 
volume. 
 

§ VD 17, 23:304090Q; BL German 17C, O12; Haag VIII, 37, no. xviii 
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18. [PERSIUS] MASSA, Gasparo.  Della vita, origine, e patria, di Aulo Persio Flacco. 
Genoa: P. G. Calenzani, 1667.            $250 
 

Small 4to, 44 pages; large woodcut floral design on title; woodcut ornamental 
initials and headpieces at head of author's preface and following leaf. A fine copy 
in modern boards. 
 

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION of this dissertation on the life and origins of the 
Roman satirist Aulus Persius Flaccus, (AD 34 – 62), by Gasparo Massa, Genovese 
Italian scholar active in the second half of the 17th century (see Jöcher III, 263). 
 

According to the Life contained in the manuscripts, Persius was born in the 
Etruscan town of Volterra on 4 December 34, and died on 24 November 62, at the 
age of 28. Massa claims that his own independent researches have led him to 
question Persius's universally-accepted birthplace, and that his major objective is 
to prove that Persius was born in Tigulia (modern Trigoso, in the region of Liguria, 
whose capital is Genoa), and not Volterra, as commonly believed: "... nostro 
principale intento ... è di far conoscere Persio per Genovese, ò Ligure" ("Our main 
objective is to make Persius known as a Genovese, or Ligurian"). Massa attempts 
to prove his contention by comparison to other similar cases: e.g., on pp. 26-27, he 
demonstrates that the fourth-century Latin poet Claudian, although a native of 
Alexandria, was widely believed to be from Florence. 
 

§ M.H. Morgan, A Bibliography of Persius, 765. 
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The Very Rare Earliest Italian Translation 
 

19. PHAEDRUS. [Latin & Italian] Le favole di Fedro Liberto D'Augusto, tradotte 
in versi volgari da D. Giovan-Grisostomo Trombelli Canonico Regolare del 
Salvadore. Venice: Francesco Pitteri, 1735.            $450 
 

8vo, xvi, 237 pp., [1] blank leaf; title printed in red and black, and with a woodcut 
ornament. Original boards, partly detached at spine. A wide-margined, entirely 
untrimmed copy, with original deckle edges throughout. Enigmatic contemporary 
drawing of a female profile on rear cover. 
 

FIRST EDITION, second issue, of the first Italian translation (with the facing Latin 
text) of the Fables of Phaedrus who lived in the first century A.D., and was the first 
Roman writer to set Aesop's Greek fables to Latin poetry, adding new ones of his 
own composition. Although Phaedrus attained a certain celebrity during his 
lifetime, his fables were eventually forgotten and were totally unknown until the 
appearance of the first printed edition (Troyes, 1596). 
 

Facing the Latin text is the original Italian verse translation by Giovan-Grisostomo 
Trombelli (1697-1784), Canon Regular and Librarian of the Venice Congregation of 
the Savior, who has added in appendix (pp. 140-145) the five fables discovered by 
Marquard Gude (Marquardus Gudius, 1635-89), first published in 1698 in Burman's 
edition of Phaedrus. The edition ends with two lengthy indices (pp. 146-237) 
dealing, respectively, with the vocabulary and subjects of the Fables. 
 

This first Italian edition is recorded in two issues, dated 1734 and 1735 respectively. 
Both issues are quite rare: of the 1734 issue OCLC locates no copy in America, and 
only a single copy worldwide (Antwerp); of the present 1735 issue OCLC locates a 
single copy in an American library, at Princeton. 
 

§ R.W. Lamb, Annales Phaedriani, no. 193; Schweiger II, 752. 
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Rare First French Translation of an Apocryphal Classical Greek Poem 
 by an Alexandrian Jewish Poet 

 

20. PSEUDO-PHOCYLIDES.  Les Préceptes de Phocylide, Traduits du Grec. Avec 
des Remarques & des Pensées & Peintures critiques à l'imitation de cet Auteur. 
(Tr. J.F. Duché de Vancy). Paris: [Gilles Paulus Du Mesnil] for Florentin & Pierre 
Delaulne, 1698.             $850 
 

8vo, [5] leaves, 218 pp., [1] leaf; woodcut publisher's device on title, woodcut head- 
and tailpieces.  18th-century mottled calf, gilt border round sides, flat spine divided 
into six compartments each with gilt decoration, red leather title label in second 
compartment titled in gilt; minor wear at spine extremities and corners. 

 

FIRST EDITION of the earliest French translation of the 
Ποίημα Νουθετικόν ("Didactic Poem") which has come 
down to us under the name of the sixth-century B.C. 
gnomic poet Phocylides of Miletus. Long accepted as a 
genuine classical work, its authorship was first 
questioned by the Hellenist Friedrich Sylburg in 1591 
(see Arthur Freeman Bibliotheca Fictiva, pp. 5 and 101 [no. 
47]); however, it was not until 1856 that the true origin 
of the poem was established by the German philologist 
Jacob Bernays' Über das Phokylideische Gedicht (1856), in 
which he proved that the source of the essential 
teachings of the work is the Torah (Pentateuch). Bernays 
also showed that the poem, now known as the Pseudo-
Phocylides, is the work of an Alexandrian Jewish poet 
who composed it in imitation of the poetry of 
Phocylides whose aphoristic verses survive only in a 
handful of fragments as quotations in the works of 
various ancient Greek authors, including Plato and 
Aristotle. Textual and linguistic studies point to the 
work as having originally been written in Greek, and 

composed somewhere between 100 B.C. and A.D. 150. 
 

The poem is in the form of a teaching manual consisting of 230 Greek hexameter 
gnomic verses, each directly commanding the reader to obey it. First printed in 
1495, as part of the texts accompanying the Aldine Theocritus (Goff T-144), it 
became a popular school textbook for a long period, reaching its highest 
popularity during the Reformation. 
 

This first French translation, by Joseph-François Duché de Vancy (1668-1704), the 
celebrated dramatist and librettist under the reign of Louis XIV, is presented as a 
collection of 66 French maxims that correspond to the various commands in 
Pseudo-Phocylides. 
 

This first edition is of great rarity: the only copy located by OCLC in an American 
collection is that at the Library of Congress—there is also a copy of the 1699 
Brussels edition at Yale. 
§ Brunet, IV, 623; Cioranescu 26758; Goldsmith, Short Title Catalogue of French Books, 
1601-1700, in the Library of the British Museum, 992; Barbier III, 971. 
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The History and Genealogies of Royal and Noble Houses: 
The Yemeniz Copy 

 

21. SAINT-JULIEN, Pierre de.  Meslanges historiques et recueils de diverses matières 
pour la pluspart paradoxalles, & neantmoins vrayes. Lyon: B. Rigaud, 1588.           $675 
 

8vo, [32], 702 pp., [1] leaf (errata); [1] folding genealogical table; two woodcut coats 
of arms; woodcut initials.  18th-century speckled boards, leather label on spine 
titled in gilt; front joint cracked but solid; red edges. The Nicolas Yemeniz copy, 
with his bookplate (no. 2177 in the Yemeniz sale catalogue, Paris 1867); later owned 
by Comte Chappaz de La Prat (1899-1968), with his small red and green armorial 
stamps on the title, and the tiny red stamp repeated on the first text leaf and on the 
final errata leaf; an 18th-century owner has corrected the text throughout according 
to the final leaf of errata, and has added a 4-page manuscript index at the end, as 
well as a 13-line note about the volume's content on the front binder's blank. 

 
 

FIRST EDITION of this collection of 25 
miscellaneous essays consisting predominantly 
of the history and genealogies of royal and 
noble houses and dynasties, enlivened by 
curious and entertaining behind-the-scenes 
anecdotes. 
 

The author, Pierre de Saint-Julien de Balleure 
(1519-1593), describes his topics as 
"paradoxalles", an epithet which he explains by 
defining paradoxe as a truth that, because it goes 
against what is generally believed—or was not 
before known—may strike the reader as 
astounding. 
 

Besides the purely historical and genealogical 
subjects Saint-Julien includes a few on religious 
matters: e.g. a chapter on Faith (pp. 114-160), one 
on people who address God impertinently with 
the familiar form Toi (pp. 161-166), etc. Several of 
the chapters concern the history and 
genealogies of Burgundian families—Saint-
Julien himself was a member of a prestigious 
Burgundian family which forms the subject of 

one of the chapters (pp. 401-446), including a description of its coat-of-arms 
illustrated with a woodcut. It should be mentioned that the author's best-known 
work is a history of the Burgundians: De l’origine des Bourgongnons, et antiquité des 
estats de Bourgongne (1581). 
 

A major chapter concerns Hugh Capet, the first king of the Franks and founder of 
the Capetian dynasty; this section (pp. 216-261), which has its own separate title 
page and is illustrated with a folding genealogical table, had already been 
published as a monograph in 1585: Discours et paradoxe de l'origine de Hugues Capet, 
here printed with a few revisions and additions. 
 

§ Cioranesco 20241; Baudrier III, 409; Gültlingen XII, no. 1279.	
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																							Proving the Existence of God by Cartesian Science	
 

22. [SALLO, Denis de, sieur de la Coudraye].  Traitez de metaphysique, demontrée 
selon la methode des geometres. Paris: André Pralard, 1693.                                    $750 
 

12mo, [16] leaves, 220 pp., [1] leaf.; woodcut device on title page, woodcut head- 
and tailpieces and initials.  Contemporary calf, spine with five raised bands, gilt 
floral designs in the compartments; joints, corners and head and foot of spine 
worn; early ownership signature on title: "ex libris Borraud". 
 

FIRST EDITION, first issue (the second is dated 1694) of this anonymous treatise 
of metaphysics, specifically on proving God's existence and attributes, and His role 
in every aspect of man and the world. In his preface the author states that he has 
recourse to the scientific method, more precisely, the science of geometry, because 
he is not aware of any other means of arriving with certainty at what is really true, 
such as, e.g., the existence of God or of man. 
 

The author bases his proofs on the philosophy of 
Descartes, whose Méditations he quotes (p. 28), and also 
of Malebranche, whose Recherche de la vérité he refers to 
in his preface (fol. a12r). It is quite evident that the author 
relied quite heavily on these two authors, especially the 
former, as may be seen, e.g., in his paraphrase of 
Descartes' famous proposition "Cogito ergo sum" ("I 
think therefore I am") to prove his—and therefore 
man's—existence: thus he states (p. 73), "Je pense, 
puisque je doute si je suis, et je ne puis douter, sans 
penser actuallement. Or je ne puis penser, sans que 
j'existe, le néant n'aïant aucunes proprietés. Donc il est si 
cetrtain que l'esprit existe, qu'on ne peut douter de son 
existence"; and on p. 5 the author uses the same 
proposition to prove the existence of God: "Il est evident 
qu'il y a un Dieu. On ne peut penser à aucun être, s'il 
n'existe actuellement ... le néant n'aïant point de de 
proprietez"  ("It is evident that there is a God, for one 
cannot think of any being unless he actually exists ... 
nothingness not having any properties.") 

 

This rare anonymous work, which circulated under the name 'La Coudraye', has 
been variously attributed to the theologian Henri Lelevel (1655-1705), author of 
another similar work (Vraie et la fausse métaphysique, 1694), and, more convincingly, 
to Denis de Sallo, sieur de la Coudraye (1626-1669), founder of the Journal des 
Savants, the first European literary and scientific periodical. It may also be 
mentioned that, apparently due to a confusion of names, in the Paris BnF catalogue 
and elsewhere, this work is attributed to the French politician and navy officer 
François-Célestin de Loynes de La Coudraye, whose dates (1743-1815) make his 
authorship chronologically impossible. 
 

Very rare: apart from a handful of copies in European collections, only one copy 
may be located in an American library (UCLA). 
 

§ Barbier, Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes IV, p. 812 (the 1694 edition) 
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“The Christian Terence” 
 

23. SCHONAEUS, Cornelis.  Terentius Christianus. Seu Comoediae Sacrae sex, 
Terentiano stylo conscriptae [with: Terentii Christiani pars secunda (-tertia)]. Cologne: 
Gerhard Grevenbroich, 1604, 1606, 1614.           $350             
 

Three parts in one volume, 8vo, [16], 60, 68, 58 [i.e. 56], 61, 63, 62; [16], 254; 312 
[numbered 232, due to pagination skipping from 224 back to 145] pp. Woodcut 
printer's device on all three title pages.  Contemporary limp vellum, with remnants 
of three suede ties; several quires browned (as is characteristic of many of the 
productions of this Cologne printer). 
 

Cornelis Schoon (known as Cornelis Schonaeus [1541-1611]), Rector of the School at 
Haarlem, composed for his young pupils a series of 17 dramas on Biblical and 
religious subjects in the pure classic style of Terence—hence the general title of the 
collection, Terentius Christianus ("The Christian Terence"). Schonaeus's objective in 
these school dramas was to combine religious with Latin grammatical and stylistic 
instruction for his pupils. 
 

The numerous editions of Schonaeus's Terentius Christianus (well into the 18th 
century) attest to the great popularity of this dramatic collection, which, widely 
used for pedagogical purposes (cf. Baldwin, Shakspere's Small Latine & Lesse Greeke 
I, 450f., 505f., 695), also exerted a considerable influence. 
 

Some of the titles give an idea of the subjects of these Classico-Christian dramas, 
which feature Biblical heroes, saints, and sinners: Naaman, Nehemiah, Saul 
Converted, Joseph, Judith, Susanna, Daniel, Ananias, John the Baptist, The 
Triumph of Christ, etc. Five of the plays were originally issued separately at 
Antwerp: Tobiah (1569), Nehemiah (1570), Saul Converted (1571), Naaman (1572), and 
Joseph (1590). 
 

In 1592 a first collective edition of six plays was issued at Haarlem; a second series 
of six plays was issued at Cologne in 1602, and a third and final series of five plays 
appeared also at Cologne the following year. The present volume contains all three 
parts, dated respectively 1604, 1606, and 1614, comprising all 17 plays. In addition, 
the last part also contains Schonaeus's Neo-Latin lyrics (Epigrammata and Elegiae), 
for which see Ellinger III, 105-108. 
 

§ Hans van de Venne, "Cornelius Schonaeus. A Bibliography of his Printed 
Works" (in Humanistica Lovaniensia, Vols. XXXII [1982] - XXXV [1986]), 
nos.31b, 32a, and 42; see Graesse VI, 313; third part: VD17 3:608135T 
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The Purification of French Grammar 
 

24. TALLEMANT, Paul.  Remarques et Décisions de l'Académie françoise, 
recueillies par M. L. T. Paris: J. B. Coignard, 1698.        $650                                         
 

12mo, [14], 171 [1] pp. (page 171 erroneously numbered 157); woodcut device on title 
page; woodcut headpiece and capital on first page of text.  Contemporary brown 
calf, five raised bands on spine, gilt floral tools in the compartments, red morocco 
title label lettered in gilt; corners worn and upper joint split, but holding. Early 
manuscript notations on title concerning Tallemant's biography. 
 

FIRST EDITION of a very influential attempt at preserving the purity of the French 
language by the clergyman and scholar Paul Tallemant (1642-1712), a member of 
the Académie française. The author explains in his own words the reasons for the 
Academy's decisions on specific language questions. 
 

Thus, e.g., (p. 147), Tallemant asks which grammatical construction is the correct 
one in the expression, "Un des plus beaux ouvrages d'Aristote, c'est ses Politiques, 
ou ce sont ses Politiques?” ('One of the finest works of Aristotle is his Politics, or are 
his Politics?'). After arguing the pros and cons of each possibility, he concludes 
that, although both constructions may be grammatically correct, nevertheless, 
since the greater number of grammarians—including the influential Vaugelas—
opt for the plural, that should be the preferable construction. It may also be pointed 
out that Tallemant does not necessarily slavishly follow such grammatical giants 
as Vaugelas, but occasionally disagrees with them, especially in such instances 
where usage has changed: thus, e.g., p. 169, in citing the grammatical possibilities 
between "cet homme icy" or "cet homme-cy" ('this man here'), although Vaugelas 
chose the first usage, Tallemant favors the second since the first example has now 
become obsolete. 
 

§ Cioranescu 64016; P. Conlon, Prélude au siècle des Lumières en France II, 8928; 
Brunet VI, p. 660: 10967. 
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The First Edition in the Vernacular 
 

25. THEODORETUS [=THEODORET], Bp. of Cyrrhus.  Sermoni dieci della 
Providenza di Dio. Tradotti dal Greco in lingua volgare. (Tr. Cornelio Donzellino). 
Venice: Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari e fratelli, 1551.                                           $675 
 

12mo, [N.B. quire A6 is paginated; quires B-P12 are foliated, as called for]: 12 pages, 
168 leaves (numbered 13-179, [1]); woodcut printer's device on title, with a different 
version on last leaf verso; woodcut historiated initials; 10 full-page woodcut 
illustrations  Original limp vellum; vestiges of four original ties; early armorial 
bookplate inside front cover: "LAURENTII MARIAE TETTONI"; old signature 
canceled in ink in lower margin of title; title leaf backed, with two small blank 
portions cut out (presumably to remove a signature), without loss of any text; 
scattered stains. 
 

FIRST EDITION in Italian, as well as the first edition in a vernacular language, of 
the influential Ten Discourses on Providence by Theodoret of Cyrrhus (c. 393- 458), 
Christian bishop of Cyrrhus (423–457), an influential theologian of the School of 
Antioch, and biblical commentator. Theodoret played a pivotal role in several 5th-
century Byzantine Church controversies that led to various ecumenical acts and 
schisms. 

   
    Continued on next page  à 
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In these apologetic discourses Theodoret's intention was to prove the divine 
providence from the physical as well as from the moral and social order. He most 
probably delivered these sermons to the cultured Greek congregation of Antioch, 
sometime between 431 and 435. Unlike most sermons, they are reasoned 
arguments, lectures rather than homilies on scriptural texts. 
 

This first edition is recorded in two states: the first, of which very few copies have 
survived, named the translator, Cornelio Donzellino, on the title page, and was 
dedicated to Cosimo Duke of Florence. This first state was quickly suppressed 
when it was discovered that Cornelio Donzellino was a Reformed Italian pursued 
by the Inquisition. Thus, this second, revised state, was immediately issued in 
which Donzellino's name was suppressed and the dedicatory preface re-addressed 
to Anna Marchioness of Montferrato. [N.B. To complicate matters further, that 
same year appeared another Italian version, by Lucio Paolo Rosello, also printed 
in Venice, by Bartholomeo Cesano; unlike the present edition this was 
unillustrated, except for one woodcut in the prelims]. 
 

The importance of the present edition resides in the ten striking full-page woodcut 
illustrations of scenes from the life of Christ, one for each of the ten sermons. This 
first vernacular edition is quite scarce: thus, in America only three institutional 
copies may be located: Emory, Stanford and UCLA. 
 

§ Bongi, Giolito I, pp. 344-352; Adams T490; EDIT 16: CNCE 27024. 
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Superb Large Paper Copy 
26. VALERIUS FLACCUS, Caius.  C. Valerii Flacci ... Argonauticon libri octo, cum notis 
integris Ludovici Carrionis [et al.] ... curante Petro Burmanno, qui & suas adnotationes adjecit. 
Leiden: Samuel Luchtmans, 1724.                      $650 
4to (leaf size: 288 x 232 mm; 11-3/8 x 9-1/8 inches), Extra engraved frontispiece title 
representing the Argonauts sailing on the Argo being entertained by Orpheus on his lyre, 
within an elaborate border incorporating the various elements of the legend: the Golden 
Fleece, the Dragon, the Calydonian Boar, the Harpies, etc; [160], 759, [1] pp., [50] leaves 
(the last consisting of errata); large folding portrait of Burman at beginning 
(370 x 260 mm), engraved by J. Houbraken after a painting by K. van der My; title page 
printed in red and black; title vignette, initials, tailpieces. Contemporary calf, 
professionally and handsomely rebacked, with richly gilt spine and two morocco labels 
titled in gilt; edges marbled and gilt. 

 

 
 

Impressive large-paper copy of Burman's great variorum edition of the epic of Jason and 
the Argonauts in search of the Golden Fleece, by the first-century A.D. poet Valerius 
Flaccus. The work is indebted to the Greek epic Argonautica by Apollonius of Rhodes for 
its subject, and to Virgil's for its poetic style. 
Valerius's epic follows the Argonauts through many famous adventures to the 
point where Jason absconds from Colchis with Medea       Continued on next page  à 
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Pieter Burman (1668-1741), one of the greatest scholars of Holland, held the chair of Latin 
respectively in Utrecht and Leiden, and produced a great many such very useful 
"variorum" editions of the Latin classics which incorporated the comments of the most 
eminent 16th- and 17th-century scholars. In this monumental edition appear the 
comments, of N. Heinsius, G.J. Vossius, as well a Latin translation by the well-known 
Bolognese humanist Giovanni Battista Pio (died 1540) of those portions of the Greek 
epic Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius that supplement Valerius Flaccus's narrative 
(pp. 684-721). Also included (pp. 724-759) is Pio's Latin version of the Orphic Argonautica. 
This poem of about 1,400 lines occupies an exceptional position in Orphic literature, being 
an autobiographical narrative in which Orpheus -- heavily influenced by a reading of 
Apollonius Rhodius -- tells the story of his participation in Jason's expedition. It can hardly 
be earlier and may well be later than the fourth century AD. 
The large striking engraved folding portrait of Burman (370 x 260mm) is often missing 
from copies of this edition. (see reproduction on preceding page). 
This edition should not be confused with the 12mo edition of the same year consisting of 
the text only, without the commentaries. 
§ Brunet V, 1046; Schweiger 1100; Dibdin II, 516-517. 
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